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Domestic concerns are prevalent but easing slightly

Should we stay or
should we go?

Top 5 concerns aﬀecting
London development activity

Which Brexit outcome would be the
most advantageous for London
development activity?

Autumn 2019

Launched in Autumn 2017 by M3
Consulting, the LDB aims to compile a
snapshot of market sentiment from
property specialists and decision makers
across London development industry.
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Believe Crossrail 2 will have a positive
impact with 65% believing government
investment will have a positive impact.

% believing they’ll have a negative impact
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Amend stamp duty
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Release land
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But less certain about the world… and about ﬁnancing

Spring ‘18

47%

Promote construction skills and modern
methods of construction
Promote sustainable development

Global
economy

Policies to support BTR
Policies to support home ownership
It has been the top priority for every survey since
Autumn 2017. Policies to support BTR and home
ownership have been consistently at the bottom
of the list. Sustainable development is seen to
have a positive impact by 47% but is ranked 7th
out of 9th on the list.

Believe mayoral policies will have a negative
impact on London development activity,
improving from 42% six months ago.
Views on town planning policies have
also improved by 15%, with 36% believing
it’ll have a negative impact.
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Funding for local authorities, infrastructure,
transport and housing delivery
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Improve town planning processes
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50%

Central & local gov’t to dos for
enabling development activity

Autumn ‘18

76%

Go

Believe the central and local governments
are not doing enough to enable London
development activity, but this has gradually
improved from 86% two years ago.
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77%

59%

Improving town planning
processes tops priority list again

80%

80%

Global
politics
43% believe there’ll be less development
activity in the next ﬁve years, broadly
unchanged since 58% believed the same
two years ago.
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% believing they’ll have a negative impact

71%
72%

Believe there’ll be less inward investment
from overseas while 42% believe it’ll increase
or remain the same. This compares to 30%
and 64% respectively just six months ago.
Believe development ﬁnance will become
more expensive, compared to 65% six
months ago. Only 27% believe it’ll be
more readily available, compared to 37%.
Believe that Asia will be the region that
invests the highest levels into London,
similar to 74% six months ago.

Conﬁdence in market demand remains high – except retail

>75%

Are conﬁdent
that demand for
senior living,
aﬀordable
housing and
build to rent will
increase over the
next ﬁve years.

66%

Are conﬁdent that
demand for
infrastructure will
increase, although this
has fallen from 75% a
year ago. Conﬁdence in
industrial/data centre
hold steady at 65%.

47%

Are conﬁdent that demand for
oﬃce will increase, improving
on the 39% a year ago.
Conﬁdence that residential sales, student accommodation
and hotel & leisure will increase
remains positive on balance,
above 40%.

3%

Believe that demand for
retail will increase,
compared to 21% two
years ago. Conversely
86% believe that it will
decrease, compared to
78% a year ago and 41%
two years ago.

M3 Consulting is
an independent
specialist development
management business.
It works closely with developers,
investors, landowners, and
institutions to create, plan and
deliver property opportunities
and development projects.

